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Immune-mediated diseases
A complicated picture

Requires analysis of:

Challenges:

■

▪ Limited and precious samples

Immune cells of all lineages
and functional states

▪ Longitudinal data comparisons

■

Cells from normal and
diseased tissue

■

Protein and gene
expression

▪ Incorporating new findings into
ongoing studies

■

Changes in populations
over time

▪ Ability to find the unexpected

Chen, Mellman., 2013, Immunity 39: 1–10

▪ Cost-effective and efficient analysis

Clinical or translational research
An iterative process with limited sample access

Identify

Identify cellular biomarkers of disease
or therapeutic response.
Monitor broad range of immune cell
types before, during and after treatment.
Refine and expand your analysis to
incorporate biomarker monitoring
results.

Mass
cytometry

Refine

Monitor

Mass cytometry use is growing quickly,
year on year
Publications

Cancer Centers
USA Comprehensive: 57% (28/49)
National Cancer Center in Japan
Significant European Cancer Center presence

>44 Clinical trials*

Consortia

Application/Research
Area

No. Trials

Immuno-oncology

19

37
%

Infection and vaccine

7

14
%

Surgery

6

12
%

Autoimmunity

5

10
%

Blood and immune
disorders

4

8%

Oncology

4

8%

Immunology

4

8%

Allergy

2

4%

Total

51*

*clinicaltrials.org as of October, 2019

% of Total

What is mass cytometry ?
■ A fusion of two experimental platforms: flow cytometry and elemental
mass spectrometry

■ Novel high-dimensional analysis technology that allows highly
multiplexed measurement of protein and RNA content at the single
cell level
■ A tool for accurate cell profiling
■ It employs elemental tags with a higher molecular weight than
elements that are naturally abundant in biological systems

■ Novel
➢ 1st prototype published in 2009
➢ Currently around 200 instruments worldwide

Why mass cytometry?
• 20-plus-parameter panels are easier to build and to modify than fluorescence-based panels.
➢ FACSSymphony just came out with 30 detectors installed, but instrument performance and
fluorochrome situation is unclear at the moment.
• Experiments are single-tube due to lack of signal spillover.
• Mass cytometry (MC) enables the broadest range of applications for both basic and translational
research.
• High-dimensional
➢135 parameters (measurement channels)
• MC antibodies and tags are more robust than fluorescent tags. Cocktails and labeled cells can
be frozen.

Reducing bias lets you find
the unexpected
Mass cytometry allows you to identify cell types and functional states you did not
know to look for

Cader et al. 2018, Blood, 132: 825–836

Gonzalez et al. 2018, Cell Reports, 22:1,875–1,888

Flow vs mass cytometry
All you really need to know

➢ Instead of fluorochromes, antibodies are tagged with stable metal isotopes (Lanthanides)

Fluorescence spillover | Highly variable signal intensities |
Background signal

Separate and distinct signals | Less variable signal intensities |
No autofluorescence

vs

Difficult to use >20 fluorophores simultaneously
per tube of cell sample

>40 parameters can be simultaneously measured per tube of cell
sample
Futamura et al. (2015), Cytometry A; Mazza et al. (2018), Cytometry A

Elemental mass tags widely applied in mass cytometry
• Non-biological
• Non-radioactive

Each vertical bar is a stable isotope that can be
measured.

To date, 56 stable heavy isotopes have been used
in single-cell assays, coming from 15 rare earth
elements (Y, and from La to Lu, except Pm), four
noble metals (Rh, Pd, Ir, and Pt), two post-transition
metals (In and Bi), and one halogen (I).

Mass cytometer overview
An uncomplicated system

Nebulizer

ICP Ionizes Cells

•

A single-detector system with a
straightforward signal path from
ionization to detection

•

Only one daily tuning and
system optimization required,
regardless of assay or isotopes
used

•

No compensation or singlestained controls needed

•

No impact of autofluorescence
on signal sensitivity

Masses separated by TOF
High-pass ion optic

FCS file
Integrate per cell

Analysis

Helios, a 3rd generation CyTOF System

The highest-resolution profiling of cell phenotype and function available

CyTOF = Cytometry by Time-Of-Flight
Channels:

135

Resolution:

1 Da

Peak/average rate:

2,000/500 events/sec

Sample introduction: Tube or Autosampler
Cell Recovery:

70%

Calibration:

Automatic

Helios mass cytometer Workflow

1

2

3

4

Select
Maxpar® panel and prepare
mixture from individual
antibodies.

Stain
and process PBMC or whole
blood samples using
protocols and buffers
validated by Fluidigm.

Acquire
high-parameter data for
millions of cells with the
Helios™ mass cytometer.

Analyze
data using proven analytical
tools.

Metal-Tagged Probes

■ Maxpar IgG Antibodies
– >700 Metal-conjugates Abs
➢ Anti-human, anti-mouse, secondary
antibodies
➢ Reactive with cell surface, cytokine and
signaling epitopes

– 22 Panel kits

– Individual or part of panel kits: Up to 29
marker panels with all reagents
provided
– 51 labeling kits

■ Cell-ID™
– Pd barcoding: Multiplexing up
to 20 samples simultaneously
– Intercalator: Identifies singlecell events
– Cisplatin: Dead-cell indicator
– IdU: S-phase

Many markers, one tube
Channels

28
46
43
50
49
54
37
47
17

Channels
remaining

81

PBMC phenotyping
Barcoding

Cytokines

S-phase

Additional targets

DNA
Dead cell

200

75
Metal isotope weight

135 independent detection channels routinely enable measurement of over 40 cell parameters, simultaneously

Design

Maxpar Panel Designer

The Maxpar Direct Immune
Profiling System

30 unique markers
1 sample tube

high abundance

low-sensitivity isotopes (89Y, 102–110Pd, 113In, and 115In)
medium-sensitivity isotopes (139–152Ln)

low abundance or difficult to detect: high-sensitivity isotopes (153–176Ln and 209Bi)

5-minute data
analysis

37 immune cell
populations quantified

Cell-ID Pd Barcoding
Barcoded Samples
1 tube
Benefits:

=

Each barcode consists
of a unique combination
of the three palladium
isotopes.

- simplified sample prep
- robust data
- Eliminates sample-to-sample
staining variation
-Reduces processing time

vs.
Event#1:
from Sample 1

Event#2:
from Sample 1 & 11

Acquisition with Helios
Journey of the cell
INPUT
Cells in liquid suspension
stained with metalconjugated probes

OUTPUT
Metal ions
separated on the
basis of mass

Raw data–rain plot

Data analysis
The biggest perceived challenge of all!

Analyze & Visualize
Integrated suite of tools

Best practices: sample preparation
Quality and concentration are key
Obtaining a single-cell suspension:
•
•
•
•

Sample preparation is critical: as free of debris and clumps as possible.
Use a viability indicator such as cisplatin (195Pt preferred) or 103Rh for samples for cancer patients.
Filter using 35 μm cell strainers immediately prior to loading on Helios.
NEVER use the rubber part of the plunge (syringe) to dissociate the tissue

Cell concentration:
• Staining: <3 x 106 per 100 μL staining volume
• For running sample (500–1,000 cells/sec target sampling rate)
➢ 1 x 106 /mL (0.030 mL/min introduction rate) maximum concentration
❖ A lower cell concentration may be necessary for certain sample types to prevent frequent
clogging or to reduce ion cloud fusion doublets.
➢ 300,000 cell/ml maximum concentration from tissue
• Maximum sample volume: 3,6 ml

Controlling metal contamination

CyTOF Research
Research areas

Applications
Phenotyping

Biomarker discovery (of disease
or response to treatment)

Signaling and transcription

Checkpoint inhibitors/
blockade analysis

Cytokines and growth factors

Tumor/tissue
microenvironment analysis

Cell death and apoptosis

Engineered cell product
assessment

Cell cycle and proliferation

Immune monitoring

Wei et al. (2017) Cell 170: 1120–1133.e17

Click to
learn
more

Validation of CyTOF against flow
cytometry in clinical trial monitoring
Frontiers in Oncology 9 (2019): 415

Key findings
• Side-by-side evaluation of human PBMC and tumor samples by single 40-plusparameter CyTOF panel and 8 flow cytometry (FC) panels using same antibody
clones
• Staining frequencies measured by FC and CyTOF were statistically equivalent
for >35 markers.
• Comparison of mean fluorescence intensity and mean metal intensity
demonstrated that quality of staining is the same.
• Reliable data was observed by CyTOF in as few as 125,000 PBMC when mixed
with carrier cells.
• CyTOF simultaneously and without bias identified phenotypic, functional and
activation/exhaustion proteins in major immune populations in a single stain
even among limited sample sizes (for example, tumor tissue).

Mapping tumors and tissue to guide
immunotherapy

■

Key findings
–
30 antibodies were used to identify a wide range of
immune and tumor cell types
–
A comprehensive immune profiling approach points
to the tumor-infiltrating myeloid cell compartment as
a target for immunotherapy.
–
Development of a paired-tissue analysis mass
cytometry platform to compare tumor, adjacent
tissue and peripheral blood compartments
–
Identified a unique tumor-immune signature that is
independent of TNM (tumor, nodes, metastasis)
stage

Defining immune signatures of immunotherapy
response

Panel

30 markers • Phenotyping

Tissue Human PBMC
Goal

Identify predictive biomarkers of a clinical response in melanoma
patients undergoing checkpoint inhibitor therapy

Keys

Found that subset of CD14+CD16−HLA-DRhi monocytes are
strong predictors of progression-free and overall survival in
response to anti-PD-1 immunotherapy

Precision immunology with mass cytometry

Key findings
–

Complexity and dynamic interactions of the immune system
call for application of systems biology to study multilayer
networks.

–

Large-scale analysis used to identify specific cell
subpopulations that may act as key players in personalized
immunology

–

Mass cytometry generates high-dimensional data through
immune subsetting.

–

Great potential for biomarker discovery and patient
stratification

The 10,000 Immunomes Project

■

Key findings
–
–
–
–
–

Mass cytometry (MC) selected as 1 of 10 data types to
create dataset of healthy, human immunome
Open source and interactive dataset
Broad reference of human immune
diversity across age, race and sex
Mass cytometry data from 9 clinical trials
24 cell subsets quantified by mass cytometry in over 500
normal subjects

Demystifying highdimensional analysis
methods
JI 200 (2018): 3–22

Key findings
•

Guide describes and compares
5 widely used analysis
platforms: viSNE, SPADE,
PhenoGraph, X-shift and Citrus.

•

These platforms differ in
computational methods and
offer varying visual data
representations.

•

Multiple algorithms used
together offer complementary
insights into high-dimensional
datasets.

The “ Bible” for Mass
Cytometry

Mass Cytometry Unit at National &
Kapodistrian University of Athens
The Greek Research Infrastructure for
Personalized Medicine (pMED-GR)

Helios mass cytometer for deep profiling of
translational and clinical research samples
at single-cell level
Services:
1.Phenotyping by cell surface or intracellular markers
2. Signaling and transcriptional protein analysis
3. Cytokine production
4. Cell death and apoptosis
5. Cell cycle and proliferation analysis
6. TCR identification with tetramer technology
7. Epigenetic studies
8. Biomolecular and enzymatic processes (for
example, protein synthesis, metabolism)
9. Biomarker discovery (of disease or response to
treatment)
10. Checkpoint inhibitors/blockade analysis
11. Tumor/tissue microenvironment analysis
12. Engineered cell product assessment
13. Immune monitoring

ΕΥΧΑΡΙΣΤΩ ΠΟΛΥ
ΓΙΑ ΤΗΝ ΠΡΟΣΟΧΗ ΣΑΣ!

